Domain Decomposition for the Couplex Exercise
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Abstract. This document which explores the possibilities of domain decomposition
to solve part of the Couplex 1 exercise. We concentrate on the hydrostatic pressure
and show that the slenderness of the domain and the large variations of the Darcy
constants allows an analytical approximation which our test reveals to be true to
relative errors smaller than 10−3 . The numerical tests are done in 2D with freefem+
and in 3D with freefem3D.
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1. Introduction
The French agency for nuclear waste management (ANDRA) posted in
2000 a numerical challenge to assess the efficiency of numerical methods
and software for their problems.
The challenge is an idealized vault which lies 450 meters deep inside
a clay layer which has above it a layer of limestone and a layer of marl
and below it is a layer of dogger-limestone.
Water flows slowly through these porous media in a saturated state
and convects the radioactive materials after some hundreds of years
when the canisters have rusted.
This first problem is to compute accurately the hydrostatic pressure
by Darcy’s law. For stationary flow this is a simple elliptic partial
differential equation with non constant coefficients, but the difficulty
lies in the very large variation of these coefficients from one layer to
the next.
The computational domain is the brick
Ω = (0 < x < 25000) × (0 < y < 695) × (0 < z < 300).
The Geometry is three dimensional, y denotes the altitude from the
bottom layer, x the length and z the spanwise coordinate.
A two dimensional approximation, without z, contains also the same
difficulties: a very large length to depth ratio and large variations in
geological parameters.
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In a vertical cross section through the symmetry plane the geometry is
as follows:
The layers are rectangular or nearly rectangular
1. dogger : (0 < x < 25000) × (0 < y < 200)
2. clay : 200 < y < 295 at x = 0, 200 < y < 350 at x = 25000 and a
straight boundary in between
3. limestone: above clay and limited by the line y = 595
4. marl : (0 < x < 25000) × (595 < y < 695)
The repository, denoted by R,
R = (18440 < x < 21680) × ((244 < y < 250) × (100 < z < 200)
Darcy’s law says that the water velocity is proportional to the gradient
of the hydrostatic pressure H
~u = K∇H

∇ · u = 0.

The second equation is simply the incompressibility of water. The coefficient K is in principle a tensor, but for simplicity it is taken here
as
Kmarl = 3.15310−5 Klimestone = 6.3072
Kclay = 3.15310−6 Kdogger = 25.2288
The boundary conditions are
1. On the soil surface (to boundary of marl): H = 180 + 160x.
2. On the right (resp left) boundary of limestone: H = 310 (resp
H = 200).
3. On the right (resp left) boundary of dogger: H = 289 (resp H =
286).
4. Homogeneous Neumann conditions on other boundaries.
To simplify the problem ANDRA assumed that the Darcy constant for
permeability of the concrete in the repository is the same as in clay so
that for the computation of hydrostatic pressure the repository is not
seen. This assumption may be too restrictive so we will analyse both
case
− LKMN%OIP : The repository and the clay have the same permeability.
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L MN%OHPQP : The repository is impermeable and so Homogeneous Neu− K
mann conditions must be applied ob ∂R.

2. Asymptotic Approximations
We have two mathematical tools at our disposal to replace the large
problem by smaller or simpler sub problems: asymptotic analysis and
domain decomposition.
2.1. Asymptotic Analysis
Consider the following problem
−∇ · [(κ0 + κ1 )∇φε ] = 0 in Ω

φε |∂Ω = φΓ

Assume that κε = κ0 +κ1  > α > 0 everywhere in Ω. Then the problem
has a unique solution and it can be found as
φε = φ(0) + εφ(1) + ε2 φ(2) + ... + φ(n) + ...
By identification of all the powers of ε,the following cascade of equations
is found
−∇ · [κ0 ∇φ(0) ] = 0
−∇ · [κ0 ∇φ(1) + κ1 ∇φ(0) ] = 0
−∇ · [κ0 ∇φ(2) + κ1 ∇φ(1) ] = 0
...
−∇ · [κ0 ∇φ(n) + κ1 ∇φ(n−1) ] = 0

φ(0) |∂Ω = φΓ
φ(1) |∂Ω = 0
φ(2) |∂Ω = 0
...
φ(n) |∂Ω = 0

(1)

PROPOSITION 1.

RHSET%TQU

kφε − φ(0) k ≤ Cε
Each problem is well posed and bounded by the data, so that
kφ(n)) k < ckφ(n−1 )k... < cn kφ(0) k

Hence
kφε − φ(0) k = k

X

n>0

εn φ(n) k < cε(

X

m≥0

cm εm )kφ(0) k < εCkφ(0) k

where the last inequality comes from the convergence of the series when
cε < 1.
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2.2. Domain Decomposition
We can extend this result to the case where κ 0 = 0 in Ω1 and κ1 = 0
in Ω0 with Ω̄ = Ω̄0 ∪ Ω̄1 and Ω̄0 ∩ Ω̄1 is the interface boundary Γ01 .
The idea is that in each domain we have (i=0,1)
−∇ · [κi ∇φi ] = 0 in Ωi

φi |Γ∪∂Ωi = φΓ

The missing boundary condition is given by one of the two compatibility
conditions contained in the definition of the problem
φ0 = φ 1

κ0

∂φ0
∂φ1
= −κ1
on Γ01
∂n
∂n

Therefore if κ0 >> κ1 and constant in Ωi then the problems decouple
and can solved in sequence:
−∆φ0 = 0 in Ω0

∆φ1 = 0 in Ω1

∂φ0
|Γ = 0
∂n 01
φ1 |Γ01 = φ0

(2)

plus the condition on Γ.
PROPOSITION 2. V(OW φc X O φi YGZ Ωi , i = 1, 2 [\V(O%W φ X O]W_^ O`ObaMdc%W
T/e f T

N

W Y Z W_^ O Z

kφc − φk ≤ C|

RHSET%TQU

κ1 ∂φ1
|k
k
κ0 ∂n

All conditions to be the exact solution are fulfilled by φ c except the
c
continuity of κ ∂φ
∂n across Γ01 . But the solution of the same system
c
with a jump on κ ∂φ
∂n ,
Z

Ω

κ∇φe ∇w +

Z

Γ01

gw = 0 ∀w ∈ H01 (Ω)

is continuous with respect to g and φ c happens to be solution of that
0
system with g = κ0 ∂φ
∂n . On the other hand φ is solution of the same
system with g = 0, therefore
kφc − φk < Ckgk
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2.3. Application
Let us apply this to the Couplex problem. We define 3 independent
parameters ε1 , ε2 , ε3 which are the ratio between the coefficients K in
each zones.
ε1 =

Kmarl
Kclay
Kclay
= 5 10−6 , ε2 =
= 5 10−7 , ε3 =
= 1.25 10−7
Klimest.
Klimest.
Kdogger

According to Proposition 1, we will have a precision max i=1,2,3 εi =
5 10−6 if we solve the full 3D problem in cascade
− Step 1 Solve in the limestone domain :
−∇·[K∇Hl ] = 0, Hl = 310 on Γb2 , Hl = 200 on Γd2 ,

∂Hl
= 0 on Γ23
∂n

− Step 2 Solve in the marl domain :
−∇·[K∇Hm ] = 0

Hm = 180+0.064x on Γc

Hm = Hl on Γ23

− Step 3 Solve in the dogger domain :
−∇ · [K∇Hd ] = 0

Hd = 289 on Γb0

Hd = 286 on Γd0

− Step 2 Solve in the clay domain :
−∇ · [K∇Hc ] = 0

Hc = Hl on Γc12

Hc = Hd on Γc01

with homogeneous Neumann conditions on unspecified boundaries.
The advantage is that now each problem has constant coefficients and
the operator becomes the Laplace operator. Furthermore we have an
analytical solution for one of them:
Hd (x, y, z) = 286 + 1.210−4 x
2.4. Analysis of the Limestone Region
In the limestone too we would have an analytical solution if the domain
was a brick:
Hl = 200 + 4.410−3 x
(3)
Let us show that this is nevertheless a good approximation of the
solution. The reason is that the boundary Γ 23 has for equation
Γ23 = {y, x : y = 0.0392857x + 295, x ∈ (0, 25000)}
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So a domain transformation which maps the limestone region into its
nearest brick would bring in a coefficient κ ε in the PDE with ε = 10−6 ,
so by Proposition 1 we have the same precision.
Another way of saying the same thing is that H l given by (3) has a
normal derivative equal to 4.410−4 instead of zero giving a relative
error on the H 1 norm equal to the same.
2.5. Analysis in the Marl Region
There we can use the slenderness of the domain and see how good is
the solution of the problem
∂yy Hm = 0, Hm (x, 695) = 180+6.4 10−3 x, Hm (x, 6595) = 200+4.4 10−3 x
i.e.
Hm = (1.8 + 6.410−5 x)(y − 595) − (2 + 4.410−5 x)(y − 695)
The precision is proportional to the depth to length ratio which is here
4 10−3 . The computations of figure 2.6.2 shows a precision of 10 −4 .
2.6. Analysis of the Clay Region

R

2.6.1. LKMNOIPg O
The problem is
−∆Hc = 0

Sih

e
f e

ObM X `
O jM W

Hc = 200+4.410−3 x on Γ23

Hc = 286+1.210−4 x on Γ12

in a quasi rectangular region. As in the marl we can make us of the
fact that the domain is slender and almost rectangular so that the
y-derivatives are much larger than the x-derivatives. Then this gives
Hc (x, y, z) =
(200 + 4.410−3x)(y − 200) − (286 + 1.210−4x)(y − 295 − 0.0393x)
. (4)
95 + 0.0393x

This @function satisfies ∆Hc = O(10−6 ), the Dirichlet boundary conditions on the upper and lower surface and its Neumann derivative at
x = 0 and x = 25000 is O(10−3 ).

hlk S h

e

fe

2.6.2. LKMNOIPg(P
O
OM X OmjM W
For the same problem with homogeneous conditions on the vault there
is no analytical solutions available, but at least the problem is independent and with constant coefficient. Since we are interested by the field
near the vault, we have performed a numerical study in the clay region
with Dirichlet conditions given by the decomposition The results are
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340
331.579
323.158
314.737
306.316
297.895
289.474
281.053
272.632
264.211
255.789
247.368
238.947
230.526
222.105
213.684
205.263
196.842
188.421
180
-4.55762
-5.99387
-7.43012
-8.86638
-10.3026
-11.7389
-13.1751
-14.6114
-16.0477
-17.4839
-18.9202
-20.3564
-21.7927
-23.2289
-24.6652
-26.1014
-27.5377
-28.9739
-30.4102
-31.8465

noqp 2%!Ar

LEFT: Level lines of the analytical approximation (to be compared with
2.6.1. RIGHT: level line of the log of the relative error between the analytical
approximation and the computed 2D solution. This shows a precision of order 10−4
in favor of the analytical approximation.

noqp 2%!Bs 

Result of a simulation on a cutting plane (rescaled) in the clay only with
boundary conditions given by the domain decomposition argument

on Figure 2.6.2 There is however the question of computing only in a
region close to the vault. This is based on the argument that the domain
is very slender and that the Laplace operator kills all disturbances
exponentially.
Let Σ be a vertical plane of equation x = x Σ and consider the domain
decomposition in the clay left and right of Σ. Left of Σ we have if we say
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-4.38753
-5.98771
-7.58789
-9.18806
-10.7882
-12.3884
-13.9886
-15.5888
-17.1889
-18.7891
-20.3893
-21.9895
-23.5897
-25.1898
-26.79
-28.3902
-29.9904
-31.5905
-33.1907
-34.7909

noqp 2%!ut%

-4.40008
-4.44998
-4.49989
-4.54979
-4.59969
-4.6496
-4.6995
-4.7494
-4.79931
-4.84921
-4.89911
-4.94901
-4.99892
-5.04882
-5.09872
-5.14863
-5.19853
-5.24843

LEFT:Error between the analytical estimate and the computed solution
plotted in log scale. It is seen that a truncation at 50 meters from the vault will
cause an error less than 10−6 . RIGHT: Same but for the marl region.

that the solution of the Laplace equation between two parallel planes
with the Dirichlet conditions on them H c given by (4).
The error between the computed solution and this analytical estimate,
plotted in log scale on figure 2.6.2 shows that a truncation of the
computational domain is indeed possible within precision O(10 −6 ).
2.7. Directives
Therefore to an excellent degree of precision for a permeable vault the
following approximate analytical solution can be used:
− In the dogger: Hd (x, y, z) = 286 + 1.210−4 x
− in the clay: Hc = (200 + 4.410−3 x)
y−295−0.0393x
95+0.0393x

y−200
95+0.0393x

- (286 + 1.210−4 x)

− In the limestone: Hl = 200 + 4.410−3 x
− In the marl: Hm = (1.8 + 6.410−5 x)(y − 595) − (2 + 4.410−5 x)(y −
695)
For an impermeable vault we can use the above analytic approximation
except in a region close to the vault, limited to the portion of the clay
domain in xΣ < x < XΣ with xΣ = 17000, XΣ = 23000. Let (b, r, t, l)
be the indices for bottom, right,top,left boundaries of the brick. The
problem to solve numerically is then
−∆H = 0 H|b = 286 + 1.210−4 x H|t = 200 + 4.410−3 x
H|r = g(XΣ ) H|l = g(xΣ )
(5)
plus Neumann conditions on the vault and on the lateral walls at z
constant and with
g(x) =

(200 + 4.410−3 x)(y − 200) − (286 + 1.210−4 x)(y − 295 − 0.0393x)
95 + 0.0393x
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3. Direct 2D Simulation
Nevertheless to evaluate the performances of freefem we did a full
numerical simulation.
3.1. The Geometry
We use the multi-purpose finite element software freefem+(Hech et al,
1998). In freefem+ the boundaries are described by their parametric
representation counterclockwise and the mesh generator does the rest.
In order to understand where the difficulties are we have rescaled the x
and y axis so as to operate in a domain with dimensions of order one.
The scalings are xL and yL .
xL:=1.0/25000; yL:=1.0/1400;
border a(t=0, 25000){ x = t*xL; y = 0}; //
bottom dogger
border b0(t=0, 200){ x =25000*xL; y = t*yL};
//
right
dogger
border b1(t=200, 350){x =25000*xL; y = t*yL};
//
right
clay
border b2(t=350, 595){x =25000*xL; y = t*yL};
//
right
limestone
border b3(t=595, 695){ x =25000*xL; y = t*yL}; //
right
marl
border c(t=25000, 0){ x = t*xL; y = 695*yL}; //
surface
border d3(t=695, 595){ x = 0; y = t*yL};
//
left marl
border d2(t=595, 295){ x = 0; y = t*yL};
//
left
limestone
border d1(t=295, 200){ x = 0; y = t*yL};
//
left clay
border d0(t=200, 0){ x = 0; y = t*yL};
//
left dogger
border c01(t=0, 25000){x =t*xL; y =200*yL};
//
dogger-clay
border c12(t=0, 25000)
{ x = t*xL; y =(295+(t/25000)*55)*yL};
//
clay-lime
border c23(t=0, 25000){ x =t*xL; y =595*yL};
//
limestone-marl
border s0(t=18440,21680){ x=t*xL; y=244*yL};
//
vault
bottom
border s1(t=244,250){ x=21680*xL; y=t*yL}; //
the vault,
right
border s2(t=21680,18440){ x=t*xL; y=250*yL};
//
the
vault, top
border s3(t=250,244){ x=18440*xL; y=t*yL}; //
the vault,
left
n:=1;
mesh th = buildmesh( a(50*n) + b0(10*n) + b1(10*n)
+ b2(10*n)+ b3(7*n) + c01(70*n)+ c12(100*n)+ c23(50*n)
+ d3(7*n) + d2(15*n) + d1(7*n) + d0(10*n)+ c(30*n)
+ s0(-30*n)+ s1(-4*n) + s2(-30*n) + s3(4*n));
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Top: the domain and its triangulation in true width/depth aspect ratio.
Bottom left: the triangulation of the entire domain, rescaled . Bottom right: zoomed
region and its new mesh adapated to H for a new computation around the vault.

3.2. Hydrostatic Field
To input the coefficients we define the characteristic functions of each
layer by statements like
dogger = y<=199.99*yL;

Then the coefficients and their rescaled values are
K = 3.153e-5*marl + 6.3072*limestone + 3.153e-6*clay
+ 25.2288*dogger;
S1:=1e7; Kx = S1*K*xL*xL; Ky=S1*K*yL*yL;

Again to work with numbers of order O(1) we multiply the pressure
equation by S1 = 107 . The PDE for the hydrostatic pressure is then
solved by
solve(H1)
on(b0)
on(b2)
on(c)
on(d2)
on(d0)
};

{ pde(H1) -dyy(H1)*Ky-dxx(H1)*Kx =0;
H1=289;
H1=310;
H1 = 180 + 160*x/(25000*xL);
H1=200;
H1=286;

The details of the velocity field near the repository are very important so we did a local computation with an adapted mesh (figure 2.6.1)
to improve precision.
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340
331.579
323.158
314.737
306.316
297.895
289.474
281.053
272.632
264.211
255.789
247.368
238.947
230.526
222.105
213.684
205.263
196.842
188.421
180

300.409
298.94
297.47
296
294.531
293.061
291.592
290.122
288.653
287.183
285.714
284.244
282.775
281.305
279.836
278.366
276.897
275.427
273.958
272.488

noqp 2%!xw

Top: Hydrostatic field and velocity field over the entire domain. The
velocity is too small in clay and marl to be seen here. Bottom: same but recomputed
in the zoomed region

4. Numerical Simulation in 3D
A 3D version of the same is being developed, called freefem3D (DelPino,
2002). It is based on the fictitious domain embedding finite element
method; the geometry is specified by a POV-Ray file, particularly simpe
here because the computational domain is the fictitious domain itself:
//
file dechet2.pov
camera {location<-10000,-10000,0> look_at <1900,250,150>}
light_source { <2, 4, -3> color rgb <1,1,0>}
background{ color rgb <1,1,1>}
box { <18440,244,2000>, < 21680,264,4000>
pigment { color rgb <1,0,0> }}

The mesh is uniform with 240 × 60 × 30 points.

double
vector
vector
vector

N
n
a
b

=
=
=
=

30;
(8*N, 2*N, N);
(0,0,0);
(25000,695*L,6000);
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3D Simulation, two views with colored levels of H

scene S=pov("dechet2.pov");
mesh Mesh = structured(n,a,b);
domain D= domain(S);
function dogger = one(y<=199.99);
function clay =
one(y <= (295.01+ 55.01*x/25000))*one(y>199.99);

function
limestone=one(y<=594.99)*one(y>(295.01+55.01*x/25000));

function marl = one(y>594.99);
function K = (3.1536e-5 * marl + 6.3072 * limestone
+ 3.1536e-6*clay + 25.2288*dogger )*(1-one(<1,0,0>));

function penal = 1-one(<1,0,0>);
solve(H) in D by Mesh
cg(maxiter=900,epsilon=1E-10),krylov(precond=ichol)
{
pde(H) -div(K*grad(H))=0;
dnu(H)=0 on <1,0,0>;
H =289* dogger + 310* limestone
+ clay* (289 + (y-200)*21.0/150)
+ marl * (310 + (y - 595)*0.3) on Mesh xmax;
H =286*dogger + 200*limestone
+ clay * (286 - (y-200)*86/95)
+ marl * (200 - (y - 595)*0.2) on Mesh xmin;
H =180 + 160 * x/25000 on Mesh ymax;
};
plot(medit,"H",H*penal,Mesh);

The results are shown on figure 4
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5. Convection-Diffusion of Iodine
5.1. Iodine in Clay
The concentration of Iodine in the clay region is solution of
∂C
− ∇ · (κ∇C) + β · ∇C + αC = 0
∂t
with κ = 9.48 10−4 , β = 3.153 10−6 (4.8(y − 200), 900 + 0.044x)T ,
α = 0.44149 10−4 . The initial condition is a uniform concentration in
the repository R @function of time and approximately:
t<= 1115 ? 0.0001*(t-1100)ˆ+ : 0.0015*exp((1115-t)/420);

The integral of this @function from t = 1100 to t = 2000 is 0.61.
Since the convection and the convection after 1000 years is 5 meters
and the diffusion is negligible we may as well start the computation
with no source and the initial condition:
C|t=0 = 0.61 in R and 0 elsewhere
In the dogger and limestone region, κ = 0.5 so the boundary condition on the dogger-clay and limestone-clay boundaries is approximately
∂C
−3
∂n = 0 with a precision O(10 ) the ratio κclay /κdogger .
Now we re-scale the computational domain so that x and y are of
order one and work with X = x/25000 and Y = y/1400. The geometry
is shown in this scale on figure 3.2. Now problem is
∂C
− ∇X · (κ0 ∇X C) + β 0 · ∇X C + αC = 0
∂t
with κ0 a diagonal tensor with first and last component equal to κ X =
5 10−12 , κY = 1.6 10−9 and β 0 = (O(8 10−10 ), O(4 10−8 ))T . From these
we see that the X-diffusion can be neglected and also the dispersion
α. The problem becomes one dimensional in the variable C 0 (X, Y, t) =
C(X + β 0 t, Y + β 0 t, t):
∂C 0
∂2C 0
= 0 in Ωc
− κ0Y
∂t
∂Y 2

C 0 |t=0 = 0.61 1R ,

∂C 0
|∂Ωc = 0
∂Y
2

The Green @function of the heat equation in 1D is e
solution is
2
C 0 (x, y, t) = 0.61

Z

e
R∩{x}

−

|z−y|
4κ0 t
Y

√
dz
κY t

− 4κx0

Y

t

√
/ κt so the

(6)
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0.0653694
0.0619289
0.0584884
0.0550479
0.0516074
0.0481669
0.0447264
0.0412859
0.0378454
0.034405
0.0309645
0.027524
0.0240835
0.020643
0.0172025
0.013762
0.0103215
0.00688099
0.0034405
0
0.0562838
0.0531627
0.0500417
0.0469206
0.0437996
0.0406785
0.0375575
0.0344365
0.0313154
0.0281944
0.0250733
0.0219523
0.0188312
0.0157102
0.0125891
0.0094681
0.00634705
0.00322601
0.000104962
-0.00301608

noqp 2%!Iz 

LEFT: level lines of C from the analytical approximation (6). RIGHT:
Simulation by the finite element method of the complete equation; level line of C
(iodine). Both plots are for t=60000 years.

Finally
C(x, y, t) = 0.61

Z

e−
R∩{x−β1 t}

|z−y+β2 t|2
4κt

√
κt

dz

(7)

5.2. Iodine in Limestone
The convection diffusion equation in limestone for iodine has diffusion
coefficients (0.56, 3.54)10−3 and convective horizontal velocity −0.2.
Thus it takes 5 years to cross a distance of order one while the characteristic diffusion lengths for 5 years are (0.09,0.23) in the x and y
directions. Therefore all terms are more or less of the same order in
the PDE and a full numerical treatment is necessary. The time step of
the numerical scheme should agree with the physics of the phenomenon
namely 5 years! Since the Couplex exercise requires the result after a
million year the problem is really difficult. But fortunately the source
term (i.e. the boundary condition from the clay) varies very slowly, so
there is an instantaneous adaptation to the boundary condition, the
T Si{
at every time instant!
problem is NWM-W Y Z M
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0.00182422
0.00172685
0.00162948
0.00153211
0.00143475
0.00133738
0.00124001
0.00114264
0.00104528
0.00094791
0.000850543
0.000753176
0.000655808
0.000558441
0.000461074
0.000363707
0.000266339
0.000168972
7.16047e-05
-2.57626e-05
0.0240798
0.0228052
0.0215306
0.0202559
0.0189813
0.0177067
0.0164321
0.0151575
0.0138829
0.0126083
0.0113337
0.0100591
0.00878444
0.00750983
0.00623522
0.00496061
0.003686
0.00241139
0.00113678
-0.000137835

noqp 2%!K|%

LEFT: level lines of C (iodine) in the limestone at time 120000. RIGHT:
Same but in the dogger layer. Both plots are the result of a finite element resolution
of the stationary problems.

5.3. Iodine in Dogger
The same calculation with diffusions (6e-5,3.85e-4) and horizontal convection -0.03 give a characteristic convection time of 30 years and
corresponding diffusion lengths (0.07,0.2) to be compared with one.
There again all numbers are comparable. The time step here is more
favorable: 30 years approximately. Here too the system has no memory
and a numerical solution of the stationary PDE is sufficient.
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